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PREFACS
A search of literature reveals a lack of study of the
characteristics of thin oil films on gear teeth. This is
probably due to difficulty in instrumentation and unavailability
of proper experimental equipment suitable for this type of work.
There has been little theory developed on the dynamic character-
istics of oil films.
Between October 19^9 and April 19^0, the author designed a
unit and instrumentation for measuring film thickness and load
on thin oil fiLns at the pitch circle of gear teeth. This work
was carried out at the United States Naval Postgraduate School,
Annapolis, Maryland.
The author gratefully acknowledges the guidance and assistance
of Dr. 3rnest K. Gatcombe of the United States Naval Postgraduate
School during the complete project. Acknowledgements are also
extended to the United States Naval Engineering 3xperimental
Station for the manufacture of the main shafts, and bearing
hangers for the unit, the furnishing of oil samples with viscosity
data, and the blue prints of the manufactured parts; to Mr.
H. Dalyrmple of the U. S. Naval lihgineering Experimental Station,
for his suggestions involving the instrumentation; to Professor
V/. F. Koehler of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School for help in
finding a djmamic calibration method; to Mr. J. Oktavec and his
son Mr. J. A. Oktavec of the mechanical force of the Postgraduate
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School for their workmanship and assistance in the manufacture
of the supports and frame work used with the vibrating machine,
and to the various nembers of tte staff and faculty of the
Departments of Physics, Ifechanical lihgineering, -electrical Shgineering,
and Electronice Engineering of the United States Naval Post-
graduate School for the loan of equipment, instruments, apparatus
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The lubrication of gears is of vital concern to the Navy
and many civilian ccrapanies. The study of the characteristics
of the lubricants dynamically vinder experimental comditions might
aid in design problems of gears, lubricating systems, and in
lubricants used.
It is known that involute gears at the pitch circle leave
rolling contact of two cylinderical surfaces. This investigation
is concerned vdth the development of an experimental system that
will similate the action of gear teeth at the pitch circle and
permit the study of the characteristics of the oil film under
these conditions. Professor Gatcombe has developed the theoretical
solution to the problem and it is hoped that the results of this
investigation irill be in agreement, within experimental limits with




The measurement of film thickness and the load supported
by thin oil films on gear teeth is the problem that confronted
the author.
In considering this problem it is necessary to know the
motion of gear teeth in contact. The contact time of gear teeth
can be divided into three parts classified by the relative
motion of the teeth. The first part of the contact interval from
initial contact to the pitch circle contact consists of a sliding
and a rolling motion between the teeth surfaces. This sliding
motion decreases until the sacond period is reached. This second
period consists of rolling contact of two cylinders and takes
place at the pitch circle only. The next interval consists of
rolling and increasing sliding until the contact interval is
completed.
This investigation at this time will consider only the
second period, mentioned above, with provisions for further study
of the first and third periods of contact.
In order to simulate the above stated actions three condi-
tions must be fulfilled. First, there must be two cylindrical
surfaces J secondly, these surfaces must be able to make and break
contact; and thirdly, they must rotate at least vdiile in contact.
The approach of this investigation was to mount discs on parallel
shafts on a TBTestinghouse fatigue testing machine in such a manner
2

that they could be vibrated to make contact and rotated by a
motor.
This was accomplishad by mounting one shaft on a vibrating
beam and the other shaft on a fixed beam. The discs were rotated
by means of a D.C. motor and gears mounted on the frame irork.
The vibrating beam is mounted in a semi fix ended fashion and is
designed to give maximiim amplitudes of one to two milli inches.
The author designed the equipment for using an electro magnetic
method of instrumentation. This method is accurate for very small
air gaps and permits measurements. This method governed the design





The main shafts and discs are machined from 102^ steel
stock to approximate size. The shafts were copper plated with
the exception of the face and one-fourth inch (l/U") of the
sides in from the face. The shaft in this condition was placed
in a carbonizing bath to harden the faces of the discs to a
Rockwell "C" hardness of 60-62. This hardness was measured ydth
a diamond ccjhe and a 150 Kilogram load.
The shafts were then ground to size, with marked attention
being given to having the faces of the discs parallel to and
concentric with the axis of the shaft. The faces were gro\md to
an average root mean square finish of t-wenty-four micro inches.
(2UxlO-^^).
The discs were split to provide a magnetic path, since a
magnetic method of measurement was decided upon.
The author has enclosed a detailed sketch. Figure I, attached
to the back cover.
2. Bearings and Bearing Hangers.
Precision#0 Timpkin tapered roller bearings are used to support
the main shafts, to permittthe radial clearance and motion of the
shafts in the bearings to be reduced to a minimum.
The bearing hangers are made of brass to permit a complete
and absolute isolation of the main magnetic path of the main
k

shafts and discs. A detailed sketch is enclosed as Figure II,
3. Moxintings.
The shafts and bearing hangers are mounted to the shafts by
two brass plates on either side of the beam held by six 3/l6 inch
bolts. The upper beam is stiffened with a backing up stud and frame.
The stud is so constructed as to permit raising or lowering the
upper beam so as to permit changing the initial air gap or oil film
thickness. See Figure III, enclosed on back cover, for detailed
sketch of mounting assembly,
k» Instrumentation Coils.
Both coils are wound on brass shima that allow I/16 inch
clearance. Each coil contains 200 turns of #26 copper vrire with
varnish and one layer of cotton insulation. The coils are stationary
coils auid as held by I/8" x 5/l6" polyvinychloride bands clamped
around the coils these bands or clamps are held in psotion with
lucite block. Plastic was used for this pijrpose since the tempera-
ture will not be much greater than room temperature and the plastic
is an insulator and thereby prevents a short circuited secondary coil
in the clamps.
$, Drive motor.
The discs are rotated by a I/8 horse power D. C. electric motor
through l/U" shafts. The discs are geared together with 3-inch
pitch diameter aluminum gears, with 72 teeth. The D.C. motor
speed is controlled by an ohm variable resistor in the external

armattire circuit. This allows speed control from 1000 rpm to
1750 rpm.
6. Vibration Motor.
The vibration motor consists essentially of a coil placed
in a imiform magnetic field. This coil is fastened rigidly, by
means of a spider to a drive rod which can be attached to any
mechanical system. The spring suspension is such that the max-
imum amplitude of vibration is approximately I/I6" from the neutral
position. A cutaway view of the motor, as reproduced from the

















SI.VPLIflED SCHEMA! IC'^.,.wx^«.., ,v^ m«x^ .; . o . ^
FORCED OSCILLATION FROM EXTERNAL OSCILLATOR
I/ANUAL AMPLITUDE CONTRO: . .' • . 7407651)
\. a^
7. The Vibration Fatigujre Equipmsnt.
The vibration motor nentioned above is a unit of the
Westinghouse vibration fatigue equipment i/riiich is designed to
vibrate mechanical systems over a frequency range of 20 to I6OO
cycles per second. The output of a Hewlett and Packard audio signal
generator is amplified by a UO watt amplifier and delivered to the
drive coil of the vibration motor. The Hewlett and Packard model
205A audio signal generator consists of a resistance timed oscillator
in combination with an output meta attenuator, and an impedence
matching system. The frequency of the signal is readily varied
fran 20-20000 cycles per second by turning a calibrated dial.
By proper adjustment the accuracy of the frequency output may be
maintained within 1%, The alternating current supplied to the
drive coil by the liO watt amplifier causes the coil to oscillate
in the magnetic field and develop a sinesoidally varying force
which is applied to the drive rod. The simplified schematic diagram
of the electrical connection of the oscillator amplifier, and
viabration motor is reproduced from the manufacturer's instruction
manual as Figure 2.
The field of the vibration motor is designed for 220 volts D.C.
However, only 120 volts was used in this investigation as that was
the only D.C. power supply readily available and was adequate for
this purpose. The remaining power requirements of the equipment
were supplied from a 115 volts, 60 cycle power source.

8« Oscillograph.
A VVestinghouse Type PA Univarsal oscillograph -was used to
record the wave form of the pickup signal. The type PA Oscillo-
graph employing "Duddell" (bifilar) type galvanometers, measures
instantaneous electrical quantities either visually or photo-
graphically, or both, throughout a frequenqy range of zero to ten
thousand (10,000) cycles per second.
The oscillograph consists essentially of an instantly respond-
ing moving coil galvanometer and an optical system to cast a beam
of light on the microscopic vibrating mirror of the galvanometer
from which it is reflected to a rotating prism of viewing mirrors
and to a photographic film passing at right angles to the vibrating
beam of light. This makes an electrical quantity-time record on
the film in which ths distance along the film in which the distance
along the film is proportional to time; and deflection of the beam
of light is proportional to the instantaneous value of the electrical
quantity passing through the galvanometer vibrator. A diagramatic
sketch of the optical system is reproduced from the manufacturer's






Fig 4a Photograph of assembly of the unit. From left to
right Hewlett-Packard Oscillator^ 40 watt Amplifier,
Thordason Amplifier, and Westinghouse Vibration
motor with test unit mounted.
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Tigf 4e Photograph of Assembly, From left to right test
Unit, DC voltmeter and Ammeter, 4 ohm resistor,
Westinghouee oscillograph. Back row; 500 cycle
high pass and low pass filter, 111 ohm slide wire
resistance, and Thordason Amplifier.
14

9. Arrangement of Apparatus.
The physical arrangement of equipment used is shown in
Figures lia, lib, and I|C.
10. Filters.
A 500 cycle high pass and a ^0 cycle low pass filter were
connected in series with the pickup coil and the amplifier to re-
duce the noise distortion in the wave. Both filters; are General
Radio Co. Filters, each having an impedence of 500 ohms.
11. Voltage Supply to Primary Coil.
Two six volt storage batteries were connected in a series
'J
circuit with a k ohm slide wire resistor and the coil. Figure 6
shows a diagramatic sketch. The h ohm resistor was inserted
between the batteries and the ammeter to pennit a reduction in and
control of the primary current. The current in this work was
maintained at 1,$ + ,0^ amperes, which gave a good signal and






The first problem to be met by the author was that of instru-
mentation. Three methods were tried, the first two being foimd
unsatisfactory.
The initial design of the discs was made with using the change
of inductance method for determining the oil film thickness. This
method was initially decided upon because it was an accurate method
and could be calibrated statically. This method was found to be
unsatisfactory due to a lack of sensitivity, which was caused by
n
the high eddy current and hysterisis losses in the large
path and due to the low permeability of the core. It was found
that the A.C. resistance at 2500 cycles per second was about one
and one half times the inductive reactance, while the D.C. resistance
was about two one-hundredths of the inductive reactance. It was
noted that the change of inductance for closing an air gap of
0.005 was less than 1%, Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of
the change of inductance method tried.
The second method tried was to use a pickup coil similar to
that shown in Figure 6. With this method it was again planned
to use a 2500 cycles per second carrier frequency, this being
necessary since the modulating frequency would be in the vicinity
of 500 cycles per second. With this method a static calibration





Sch«E»tic Diagrwc •t InrtruiB«ntati»n %t Change •t Inductance






Schwmtlc riagrair. %T th» Fick-up C«ll lB4trt«n«ntati»n f»r
th« Vvaturectrrt %t Air Gap and Cil Filji ThiBkc«st*
K«t«t Chang* batt«rl«t t« Audi* 0«cillat«r f«r using A.0,
B«th«d B«nti*ned ab*Ta.

sensitivity was too low. Representative values from tests
are as follows:
a). Discs in contact 0,62li volts output from pickup coil.
b). With 0.00^ inches separation (air gap) between discs -
0.606 volts.
This indicates that the carrier would be modulated by a sine wave
of a maximum of 16 millivolts or less than 3% of the carrier wave.
Since using filters would require a dynamic method of cali-
bration, it was decided to use d.c. in the primary coil and take
a straight 500 cycle per second sine wave from the pickup coil.
A schematic diagram of the instrumentation is shown in Figure 6.
This method actually measured the rate of change of air gap
or oil film. However, since the rate of change is a constant
sinesoidally varing rate of ^00 cycles per second the output
signal amplitude can be correlated directly to the amplitude of
vibration of the beam. By knowing the air gap or the oil film
thickness at the neutral position of the beam and the half amplitude.
vibration of the beam the minimum film thickness can be determined.
The difference between the max half amplitude with no oil film
and no disc contact and the actual half amplitude with the oil film
times the ^ring constant of the beam will give the load carried
by the oil film in pounds per length of discs. In this particular
design this value would be l/2 the value of pounds per inch.
2. Spring Constant.
The problem of determining the spring constant of the beam
with shafts, beaming hangers, and plates in place was solved by
19

weighing the units attached to the beam, and then computing the
mass of the beam. The avera-i;e -weight of the drive coil assembly-
was obtained from the raaniifacturer. The system under test will
be used at the resonant frequency making the following formula
valid.
it is ass\imed that the damping term Xzf^f' is negligible in
respect to /vf • The equation then becomes
^.vn (2)
solving for K
/i^ uJ^ M (3)
/Vj - 14. Ill PoUr^OS
using the above values in equation 3 and solving for K we have
/-C - 3G7.S' /^ou/V£}'S /^/g^/^ ^iL
3. Calibration.
The calibration problem is difficult at this high frequency
and small amplitude. The procedure used to calibrate the unit
was to use one sixteenth in dram soft lead ivire to obtain the
separation between the discs. The lead was. flattened, then the
thickness of the lead was measured with a microscope using a
calibrated eye piece. One division on the vernier equals a motion
of l43«3 micro inches. The accuracy of the measurements is to
+ 1 division of the vernier scale,
20

The zero amplitude leads -were taken then the amplitude was
increased in steps to full power of the vibration motor leads
were taken at the various intervals and the oscillograph
maximum half amplitude recorded with the motor nmning. The lead
thickness was msasured. These leads gave the minimum spacing of
the shafts. The difference between the zero amplitude, reading
and the reading at each interval is the half amplitude of the beams
motion.
Three such sets of leads and readings were taken and plotted
on the following calibration curve. This curve plots as a straight
line relationship as was anticipated by the author, since the
unit is operating in the straight portion of the magnetization
curve of the iron.
U. Parallelism of the Shafts.
Leads were taken fro zero amplitude of the beam on both
discs. It was found that the space between both discs was within
90 micro inches of being equal.
5. Test Procedure.
The beam was set with a clearance of 1,02 milli-inches. This
value was obtained by taking a lead with no vibration of the beam.
The beam was vibrated with no oil film and the maximum half
amplitude of the oscillograph was obtained using the calibrated
scale. With no change in any of the units oil was dropped on
to both of the discs at a continuous slow rate. After allowing
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Entering the calibration curve with both of the oscillograph
readings the half amplitude of the beam was obtained for both
conditions
.
The difference between the half amplitude of the beam with
no oil supplied to the discs and the half amplitude of the beam
with the oil applied to the beam was then obtained. This value
multiplied by the spring constant of the beam is a close approxima-
tion of the load carried by the oil film.
The difference between the initial reading obtained by leads
and the half amplitude of the beam is the minimum thickness of
the oil film.
To insure data obtained from the test could be repeated, the
test was conducted with the same oil and settings three times and
the readings were the same in each case.
Sample data and calculations are shown on the following page.
Sample recorded oscillographs of wave form are shown in
Appendix I. Included are Figure 9 showing the wave with no oil,
Figure 10 showing wave form with no vibration and with the motor
running, and Figure 11 showing the wave form with oil on the discs.
2k

TEST DATA AND CALCUUTIONS
With no oil With oil
*Oscillograph
1/2 Amplitude 1.3 1.2
Beam l/2 amplitude
from Calibration Curve o.SO^ 0.7U
lead reading: 23.5 divisions or 1.02 milli inches
Minimum oil film: 1.02 - 0.7U = 0.28 rails
Load: 2K (0.805 - 0.7U) = pounds/inch
2 X 367.8 X 0.065 = it7.8 pounds/inch
Oil sample used was 5l50, having the following characteristics:
Specific gravity ^%o c.9j4<,-
Viscosity 4?/ c^^r/sro^er^ c>ii -3,92. ssof (a) /<?cf°/=





The resiilts of this investigation show that the readings
be duplicated, since a test with the same settings on all of
the equipment was repeated at three times and the same results
are obtained.
Care must be shown in using this machine while the D.C. line
is loaded since the D.C, voltage will drop to a degree where only
small amplitudes of the beam can be obtained. Also, any stray
electrical transmissions such as from welding machines will be
picked up by this unit.
It is noted that there is a modulation of the pickup coil
wave form, "vriiich is caused only when the motor is nmning. The
author investigated this item and could not find a method of
removal. It is assximed by the author that there is magnetic
inhomogeneity in the magnetic path at affects the flux lines which
would cause the flux density to vary, and cause the modulation
of the wave. The high frequency is carrier shown in Figure 10
of the Appendix, is apparently caused by a sympathetic vibration
of the beam when the motor is running. This could bi caused by
vibration of the motor due to the gears, since it does not appear
when the motor is mnning on its mounting but disconnected from the
beam. It is also noted that there is a very slight vibration
of the beam when the motor is driving the discs. It would also
26

be caused by slight unbalance of weight in the shafts. It was
shoT/m through tests that it is not caused by eccentricity of the
shafts. Since this could not be removed the effect was reduced
to a minimum by using the peak value of the envelop for all
readings.
It is realized that there are certain effects caused by the
viscous tension and elesticity of the oil that are not fully
known. However, since one effact tends to counteract the other
in this situation, it can be assumed that this is a good first
approximation for determining the load on the oil.
This is a problem that is very important and there are no
published facts or data of any such a testing machine having been
developed; although there have been several assimptions made in
solving this problem, the author feels that it is a soimd
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The deflection of the main shafts and discs was detemined
graphically as is shown in Figure 8 on the following page.
The deflection was found to be 3.91 micro inches for a load
of lliOO pounds.
It was desired to have the shafts as stiff as possible to















rig 9 Oscillograph of the wave form with no oil on the discs
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Fig. 10 Oscillograph of wave form with no oil and no vibra-
tiony but with motor running and shafts rotating.
32
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